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Abstract

Th.e recent reengin.eering within the health care in,lllstry has challenged many

assumptions regarding traditional structures and. roles. \\!itltin a product-line

m.an.agement stnlcture, the tra(litional viewpoint tb.at those \vh.o manage patient care

areas m.ust have a nursing backgroulld, is an exatnple of" Olle such assutnption being

challeng1ed. The nursing profession is often seen as th.e greatest obstacle to the

implementation of a product-line management stlucture and genetic manager

positions (does not reql1ire a nllfsin.g backgrollnd), due to th.e perceived loss of

professional identity.

l'lris qualitative study focused on 110W nursillg staft... within a cllfOniC care and

rehabilitation facilit)r percei'le,l a generic service manager position. Foeus grOl1pS

were conducted in tlu·ee pllases, over a 14 montll peliod of time. 1'lle data

collected from the focus groups were then coded accor(ling to common th.em.es.

Eacll ph.ase was analyzed independelltly, witil tIle stud)! concluding with. an analysis

an(1 interpretation of the collective results.

The results of tbis study revealed a significant shift in how tIle nursing staff'"

perceive(1 their professional identity an.<l accountability in .light of th.e

itnplementation of the genetic Service Manager IJosition. Initial reactions of

personal and profession.aI vulnerability an,1 resentment were seen to transform into

an increased alJiJity to explicitly articulate tile role of nursing. Cllanges itl bellavior

th.at were described incl11d.ed: in.creased con.sultation an.d collaboration with oth.er
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care providers, increased accountability for professional activities, and increased

involvement in strategic activities within the organization.

The results of this study are relevant to all nurses regardless of the organizational

structure they may be in. Nursing leaders within the health care and educational

communities will also find the results of interest as they attempt to prepare the

nursing profession for the present and future challenges being faced b~y the health

care industry.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBIJEM:

Today's health care in.dllSt1}' is being faced \\lith many challenges that \vere once

tllOUght to be restticted to the manufacturing industry. Competition, decreasing

re\'enlles an.d limite(l reSOllrces are th.e <lriving forces for many health care

organizations to reexatnine 110W tlley deliver services. In many cases, a cornplete

reengineerin.g of the organization is Ilndertaken in an attempt to d.e.li'ler services in

the most efficient and effective maimer possible. Reengineering within healtll care

can tak.e lUaU)' fonns, ranging from the complex merger of facilities to th.e

implementation of service delivety rD.odels. Within. an enviromnent of re

engineerin.g, all aspects of th.e organization are examin.ed an<l reevaillated.

One example of reengineering in llealth care is tIle implementation of a product

lin.e or program management m.o<lel \\Tithin a program management mo<Iel, the

traditional departmental structure is replaced witll a progratn structure, the aim of

which is to be provl.<le a range of services to a grOllp of patients who ha'le comm.on

needs. \Vitll the implernentation ofprogram management, division of labor and

traditional roles are ree'lalllated in light of the re,Ji.sed organization.al goals. As a

result of this, many professional disciplines are now reporting to a manager tllat

ma~y not be of a similar clinical backgrolln<t This alternative reporting stnlculre

cllallenges professionals' assumptions regarding traditional roles and accountability.
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This Shld)! \Vill exa.mine th.e perceptions of nllrsmg professionals within a chromc

care and rellabilitation Ilealtll care facility regarding a generic service manager

position (reqllires a clinical back.grolln.d, but not restri.cte(l to nllrsing). Ofpal1iclilar

interest will be the nurses' perceptions regarding tlleir role and professional

accol1ntabili1}! \vithin this stnlcllire.

Tile background whicll led to this study, as well as tile particular research

questions an.d importance of the Shl(ly will be presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2

examffies the relevant literature, beginning Witll a lristorical perspective of tile

division of labor an(l theories of bureallcracy. Current tren.ds in organizational

structures that support a generic m.anager position will. l,e presellted.. Finally, tIle

rele,'ant literature con.ceming role tll.eory" and transformati,'e leamin.g theory" as it

applies to tills study will also be included.. Cllapter 3 presents tile research

methodology that will be 1ltilizc(1 for this Sllldy, results of the sllidy "lill be

presented in Cllapter 4 followed by a discussion of" tIle fmdings in Cllapter 5.

Ba.ckground

Most organizations, no matter wl1at business tlley are in, can trace tlleir work

styles and organizational stnlctllre back to the principles of the division of labor that

Adam Smith frrst described in 1776 (Hatnmer & Cllampy, 1993). This division of

la.bor was based on a specialization of tasks or skills that contin'ues to be the

foundation on whicll many organizations are l)ased. TIle larger the organization,

the more specialized the tasks, therefore the greater need for specialize(l \vorkers.
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Max \" eber described a division of labor for the modem society that consists of

rationalization of work through the bureaucratic fonn of administration (Krause,

1982). The most common fotm of action taken here is that toward a specific goal.

"Then applied to health care facilities and the professional health care providers that

make up the workforce, conflicts often develop when the goals of the organization

conflict with the goals of the professional disciplines employed to conduct the work

of the organization. Professionalism is defined b~y the degree of control that an

occupation has over aspects of work (Krause, 1982). Organizational constraints on

a professional group's power and control affect the degree of professional

autonomy in the workplace.

Although the need for and benefits of the professionalization of workers is a

commonly espoused theory, many current structures actually facilitate the

deprofessionalization of workers. Deprofessionalization occurs when a profession

looses its unique qualities, expectation of work autonomy and authority over the

client (Krause, 1982). Deprofessionalization can occur to a profession as a whole

or within the profession, as organizational structures create hierarchies within

individual disciplines. This can be seen in nursing, as the role of the nurse manager

expanded over time, to meet the changing needs of the organization. As the

manager's role increased, the role of the clinical practitioner decreased. This

resulted in a highly professionalized nursing management staff and an equally

highJ)r vocationalized clinical nursing staff (Porter-O'Grady, 1992). As a result of
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this bureaucracy within nursing, many clinical nurses are unable to articulate \vhat

their role is within the big picture of the organization, as well as the overall health

care delivery system. Decisions regarding clinical practice are made by the

managers not the clinical nurses, further limiting the clinicians' autonomy and

accountability regarding their practice. i\ self-fulling prophecy is created when

nursing staff delegate decision making to the nurse manager, becoming passive

recipients to change, and hence are unable to participate in future decisions due to

lack of appropriate skills and infonnation.

Many recent changes in organizational structures are bringing the issue of

deprofessionalization to the forefront. As more organizations implement models

such as program management, many leaders within the professional community,

particularly nursing, argue that this will undennine the profession. Nursing is often

identified as a major opponent to program management due to the perceived loss of

authority as departments are eliminated (Alexander & Robison, 1991).

Specific to this research study is the organizational restructuring (implementation

of program management) that has occurred at "Test Park Hospital in Toronto,

Ontario and the effect it may have on the professional nursing staff

West Park Hospital is a chronic care and rehabilitation facility that employs a

wide variet)'~ ofprofessional disciplines, the largest of which is nursing. Prior to

1991, West Park Hospital operated under a traditional, departmental structure.

Departments were reflective ofvarious specialty areas which included clinical as
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well as support areas (see Figure 1). In an attempt to increase the effectiveness of

the organization, the hospital implemented Program Management in April, 1992.

As a result of this, many functional departments were eliminated (Nursing

Department included) as were the Director positions that were associated with these

areas. Professional staff are now emplo)Ted by" the specific Programs (as opposed

to the Department), and many disciplines find themselves reporting to managers not

of their clinical background. Although the Department of Nursing and the Director

of Nursing positions had been eliminated, the Nursing Unit Manager position

remained in place (see Figure 2). So for the nursing staff: their da)l-to-day"

reporting relationships did not change. This would prove to be a temporary"

situation.

In July, 1994, \\'est Park Hospital further refined the Program Management

structure. The model of service deli\lery was further refined and decentralized at

the point of service. It was with this phase of restructuring that the position of the

Nursing Unit lvfanager was eliminated and the position of the Service Manger was

created (see Figure 3). The candidates for the Service Manager positions are not

required to have a nursing background (and in one case, no clinical background is

required). The issue of non-nurses managing "nursing units" has been a subject for

debate \vithin the internal and external nursing community, raising many questions

and challenging assumptions.

I
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Figure 1: West Park Hospital original departmental structure.
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Ironically, nursing leadership has placed itself in an awlffilard position b:y

shifting some basic principles from care and service to those of efficiency and

management. Once this occurred, it became a relevant question as to whether

business managers were not better suited for the activity of managing the patient

9

areas due to the lack of management content in nursing curriculum (Krause, 1982).

The Service Manger position within this organizational structure is actually

forcing the nursing professionals at \llest Park Hospital to reexamine their role and

accountability with regard to their individual and collective professional practice.

This event has triggered exciting dialogue in some and paralysis in others.

Colleagues in the internal and external nursing community are divided as to the

effect that this may have on the nursing profession as a whole.

Man:y view this as a journey into discovery. It has been said that today's nurses

are transfotmational people, neither here nor there, but rather perennially on a

journe)' (Porter-O'Grady 1992). It is hoped that this stud}' will provide insight into

the journey that these professionals have embarked upon.

Research Purpose and Questions

The purpose of this study is to detetmine how professional nurses perceive the

generic Service Manager position as it relates to their professional identity. Of

particular interest will be the nurses' perceptions regarding their own professional

autonomy and accountability in light of this new reporting structure, if these

j

I
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perceptions change over time, and to note if there are any changes in beha,Jior as a

result of any revised or new perspectives.

Scope of the Study

This study will focus specifically on how nursing staff perceive the Service

Manager position as it relates to their professional sense of self Although there are

many additional issues in the health care system that may foster internal reflection,

the focus here will be confined to the position of the generic Service Manager and

hO"l nursing staff perceive their role in within this structure.

Importance of the Study

The notion that patient care areas must be managed by nurses has traditionally

been viewed as somewhat of a "sacred cow." Yet, when nurses are asked to

articulate the basis for this argument, the individual cannot explicitly explain

something that appears to be implicit to the collective group. The results of this

study will be of particular interest to all nurses regardless of the organizational

structure they may be in.

The health care system is in a state of constant change. There is no real model

remaining that can be considered adequate for the future (porter-O'Grady, 1992).

Therefore, nurses need to be able to adapt to an ever-changing environment. In

order to do this, perceptions and assumptions must be critically reviewed to

detennine if they remain valid in light of the current reality. It is hoped that the

dialogue that occurs as a part of this study MIl assist to raise implicit assumptions to
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a conscious level. This will not only be of benefit to the individua~ but b)l sharing

the results, the collective may also benefit from the experience.



CHAPTER TWO: REVIE\V OF RELATED LITERATURE

In order to develop a comprehensive understanding of the impact managerial

positions may have on staff: several areas need to be in'lestigated. First, a review of

the historical trends and theories regarding the division of labor and bureaucracy

that are the foundation for organizational structures will be presented. This will be

followed by a review of relevant theories of organizational structure and

management theory. General theories as they app1}1 to organizations as a whole as

well as theories specific to the profession of nursing will be examined. Finally, the

literature regarding role theor~y and transfotmatnle learning theory and their

applications to the subject will be included.

Historical Perspectives: Di'rision of Labor and Management Theor:y

Toda~y, most managers and administrators would claim that the division of labor

and related specialization of skills and tasks are necessar:y due to the complexity of

modem organizations (Greenbaum, 1979). rYet, most organizational structures, no

matter how sophisticated they may appear to be, can trace their administratnle style

back to the principles of the division of labor that Adam Smith first described in

1776 (Hammer & Champy, 1993). Smith based his principle of the division of

labor on the observation that, if specialized workers were given a specified task,

production would be increased dramaticall:y. \'lith this in mind, all employees in

every type of organization can be described as participants involved in a 200 year
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old experiment that continues to simultaneously validate and nullify many theories

regarding the division of labor and bureaucracy.

Karl lvfarx viewed the division of labor as an entity that is forced upon the

individual and on society as a whole. He viewed the division of labor into

specialized skills as separating the activities of the head from the activities of the

hand and that this would only result in the diminishment of the individual

(Greenbaum, 1979). The structure that the organization creates to meet the

corporate needs (political and economic) are often in conflict with the value-based

needs of the individual. Although lvfarx was not opposed to structures that

provided guidelines and predictability, the concern was with the purpose for these

guidelines and strategies. The more removed the \\lorkers are from the complete

process, the more dependent the:y will be on management for the coordination of

efforts and further direction.

Extensive specialization and division of labor requires that at some point all of

these separate pieces must be pulled together in some organized matmer. This

establishes the framework for yet another fonn of division of labor. Max ,\Teber

describes the modem division of labor as being the rationalization of work through

the bureaucratic fOIm of administration (Krause, 1982). Bureaucracy establishes

hierarchy within an organization. Degrees of decision making are detennined by

established protocols and placement within the organization. Weber maintains that

once individuals become a part of the bureaucracy, the)'~ lose their ability to choose,
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as a condition of employment. Of particular relevance is the relationship of

rationality and the professions. Weber viewed professions as aiding the bureaucratic

structure due to their inherent specialization within their profession. Yet, conflict

may develop as the goal-based rationality of the organization may conflict with the

value-based goals of the profession. It is the degree of autonomy and control over

work that determines the extent of a bureaucrac)l. Some people can have control

or input into the corporate goals or simply have control over their work

(professional practice), while others control the workplace itself. Professionalism

can be defined in tenns of the degree of control that an occupation has over aspects

of its work (such as training and research). "'hen coupled \\lith the division of

labor that occurs in a bureaucracy, man)' occupations are now being faced lVith the

concept of deprofessionalization. Deprofessionalization occurs when the

professions lose their unique identity, knowledge base, authority over the client, and

public recognition. Public status is highly regarded as it correlated with degree of

autonOm)T -- the higher the status in the community, the greater degree of

autonomy in the workplace (Krause, 1982).

Deprofessionalization specific to the nursing profession can be traced to the mid

1930s. In an attempt to modernize the hospital systems, the American Nurse

Association (in a joint project with the American Hospital Association), developed

a hospital hierarchy based on Taylor's principles of work division. The work of

health care was divided into the smallest components, allowing for the introduction
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of unskilled or semiskilled workers (Krause, 1982). The task orientation to the

provision of care was established. Professions, including nursing, began to protect

their "territory" b~y specializing skills to ensure job security. Although this may

have caused conflict or concern within the nursing community, historically nursing

has never had the solidarity to confront administration.

\'Then nursing leadership established rationalization of service as a goaL the

guiding principles changed from those ofprovision of care to that of efficienc)l and

management. Ironically, this change prompted the relevant question as to who is

better prepared to manage patient care areas? Based on rationality, business

managers would be better suited due to the lack of business content in nursing

curriculum. In an effort to provide better overall service, the nursing profession

actually placed itself in a position of functional redundancy. This event is not

limited to the nursing profession; changes in the division of labor can eliminate anyT

occupation. It is interesting to note that the more professions specialize in an

attempt to secure their place in the organization, the more limited they become in

responding to global changes (this concept will be addressed in more detail later).

Management Theory

Although the concept of management as a science has often been suggested,

there is no finn set ofprinciples or consistent body ofknowledge to warrant such a

claim. It is more appropriate to describe management in tenns of concepts that

may range from very theoretical in nature to very concise and practical.
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Management theory can best be described as a developing set of defmitions and

strategies (Krause, 1982). The key concept in this statement is "developing." In

tenns of management structures or models, considering the ever-changing

environment in which we live and work in, all models should be considered works

in progress.

Early management theories include Theory X and Theory Y. These theories

were not based on the division of labor, but focused more on the behavior or

motivation of the laborers. Theory X sees workers as constantly fighting for their

own goals, even at the expense of the organization. In response to this the

organization is required to use coercion and authority in order to ensure that

corporate goals are achieved. According to Theory Y, workers are basically good

people that can be motivated, but motivation is to be controlled by management

(Greenbau~ 1979). These theories rest on the premise that successful

management depends on the ability to controL not OnJ}l the working environment,

but human behavior as well.

Karl Marx's concerns regarding the separation of the activities of the head from

the activities of the hand were realized with the principles included in Ta~ylor's

Scientific Management. Taylor suggested that increased production could be

accomplished by compelling workers to intensify their work. Criteria for pace of

work and defmition of tasks were seen to be the responsibility of managers.

Division of labor occurred as elements of work were broken down to those that
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required thought (knowledge) and those that required action only. Taylor

suggested that management could regain control by removing knowledge and

certain skills from the worker's arena and place it within the realm ofmanagement.

Although increases in productivity were realized in some organizations, the

problems that were created with labor eventually caused "Taylorism" to be

outlawed from government installations in the United States by the ear1)~ 1900s

(Greenbaum, 1979).

As the workforce increased dramaticall}r, management attempted to control

workers by including the working environment as a variable. This involved getting

the workers to adjust to the environment, or actually adjusting the environment to

meet the needs of the worker.

Studies in this area suggested to management, that if the workers are happy,

production is increased (Greenbaum, 1979). This opened the door for the

emergence of a humanistic approach to management and organizational structure.

Current ~fanagementTheories

Although many organizational structures continue to be based on principles of

the division of labor, this practice is considered obsolete in today's world of

competition and change (Hammer & Champy, 1993). Within the health care

industlj~ it is also evident that the traditional departmental approach to the

specialization of services is no longer adequate. 'Vhen the delivery of care is

structured around the specialized functions of the health care providers as opposed
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to the complete setvice required by the customer, the desired outcomes become

difficult to achieve and measure. As organizations become more complex,

functional structures become less efficient, in part because they encourage vertical

communication within single professional groups, instead of horizontal

communication between diverse professional groups (Baker, 1993). Companies

who wish to survive are now focusing setvices based on the needs of the customer,

not for the convience of the care pro\liders. The desired goals and outcomes of the

client (customer) are the primary focus and the critical evaluation of outcomes are

paramount to the success of the organization. All key players (management and

workers) need to be involved ifprocess anal)lsis is to be effective.

Theory Z picks up where Theories X and Y left off The Theory Z approach to

management suggests that ifworkers are involved in the entire process, that this will

lead to increased productivity (Oucill, 1981). An important component to Theof.Y

Z is the element of non-specialized career paths. This is the complete opposite of

the principles found in the division of labor. The workers in a Theory Z

organization receive training in all aspects of the company business. This emphasis

on company-centered skills as opposed to task-centered skills enables workers to

see ho\\r they contribute to the overall goal of the organization. It also assists in

enhancing loyalty to the organization's goals and objecti\les, not just to the specialty

itself. The business of health care requires specialization to a certain degree in

order to be effective, but the important component in Theory Z is the invohlement
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of workers in processes that enable them to relate their contribution to the overall

big picture.

The underlying principles of Theory Z (emphasis on the complete picture, not

individual tasks, involvement of staff in decision making, and emphasis on the

"company goals") have many applications when considering the current trends in

health care reengineering. It is these 'let)T principles that are common to the

organizational structures that are being implemented. Structures are being created

that are patient centered and outcome focused, using an interdisciplinary team

approach to provision of health care that facilitates an environment of professional

autonomy? and accountability. Reengineering extend~ an approach to dismantle

traditional structure in order to make it easier to respond to the needs of the

customer. Process reengineering asks that we challenge the basic assumptions

about the health care process. These structures differ greatly from the historical

approach to health care that was (and still is) deeply rooted in the principles of the

specialization of labor and centralized decision making. The challenge for many

organizations making this transfotmation is to be clear on what "the business" of

the organization is and who needs to be involved in the decisions that affect the

business.

Program Management

Program management, as an organizational structure, is not a new development.

It has been used in industry since the 19308 with the first implementation \"vithin a
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health care facility occurring in 1970 (Baker, 1993). The underlying principles of

Program Management (sometimes referred to as product-line management) are

consistent with the principles described within Theory Z. Program management

focuses on the delivery of services that are focused around a client population with

similar needs. For example, the purpose of a Geriatric Program would be to

provide a continuum of services specific to the needs of a specific geriatric

population. The providers of those services (nurses, 'lariety of therapists) are then

identified and located in proximity to the client. Instead of being employed by the

professional department, the health care pro\tider would be emplo:yed by the

program and would be located at the client care unit. Horizontal communication

between professionals is facilitated through the development of the team approach

to provision of health care services. The entire interdisciplinary team, in

consultation with the client, is involved in determining the plan of care for the

individual client. \\lithin a program management structure, decisions are made as a

collective group ofhealth professionals focused on a common goal, instead of

individual disciplines acting in isolation. It is commonly believed that those who are

closest to the issue and will be most affected by the outcomes are best suited to

make the decision. This decentralization of the decision-making process promotes

the involvement of all key players in decisions whose outcomes are identified as

having potential or actual impact on them. Individuals or groups that are actively

involved in the decision-making process are more apt to invest in the process to
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ensure that the desired outcomes (of the professional and the organization) are

achieved. This in tum may help to avoid a common organizationalleaming

disability: "1 am my? position." An organizational afflicted with this disability will

contain \\iorkers who can describe their job, but not their role in the overall

cOlporate goals (Senge, 1990).

~t\lthough the decentralized approach to decision making is seen as a major

ad'lantage to program management, there are several issues that are specific to

professional groups \\iorking within the structure. A major issue for many

professionals is the fear of losing their professional identity within the larger

program structure (Baker, 1993). With the elimination of the discipline specific

departments, professionals fear that their unique identity? will be lost within the

collective view of the interdisciplinary team. The loss of the discipline-specific

department heads and the function they played as advocates for the discipline,

leaves the professionals feeling vulnerable to decisions made by those outside their

discipline that rna}' affect their practice. Concerns that professional standards will

diminish are also frequently expressed in light of the decreased disciplinary-specific

focus. The emergence of "generic" managers ofvarious professional backgrounds

accountable for diverse groups of professional health care providers is also

challenging the assumption that health care professionals can only be effectively

managed by "one of their own." A specific concern to nursing, is the business
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orientation ofprogram management in health care being viewed b~y some as

detracting from the human caring aspects of nursing.

Shared Governance

\Vhen considering these concerns as they apply to health care professionals,

Shared Governance is viewed as a means to address the role ambiguity that rna)'

occur within a program management structure. Shared Governance is a

collaborative management st~l}e that recognizes the interdependenc)t of managers

and clinicians. \Vithin a Shared Governance modeL distinct areas of accountability

are identified. The clinicians are seen as having final authority over clinical practice

issues whereas managers have final authority over operational and management

issues (Porter-O'Grad)l, 1992). The legitimate locus of control for professional

practice issues is viewed as residing with the professionals. This is what

distinguishes Shared Governance from participatory management. Participatory

management encourages collaboration, but maintains that the ultimate authority for

decision making rests with management.

Fundamental to Shared Governance is the concept of professional

accountability. Accountability within a professional context can be defined as the

exercise of activities that are inherent to a role, that cannot and are not legitimately

controlled outside the role and for which the locus of control emanates from within

the role (Porter-O'Grady, 1992). Accountability differs from responsibility in that

responsibility reflects an assigned role while accountability reflects an ascribed role.
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The five areas of professional accountability include: practice, quality,

competency, research and management of resources. Practice, quaIit}T and

competency are the accountabilities that are viewed as being exclusive to the

clinicians. Management is seen as having no legitimate locus of control within

these areas. This is particularly relevant in light of changing reporting structures,

where the manager ma:y not be of a similar clinical background. The area of

research is seen to have a shared accountability benveen the clinicians and the

manager. The clinicians are seen as being accountable for conducting activities that

validate current knowledge and create new knowledge, but it is within the realm of

the manager to provide the resources necessary to support these research activities,

hence the shared accountability in this area. The role of management in a Shared

Governance model is to ensure that the working environment is conducive

(adequate resources: fmancial, materia~human, and support) so that the clinicians

can practice their profession to the best of their ability (Porter-O'Grady, 1992).

Shared Governance for nursing facilitates the broadening ofprofessional

perspectives by emphasizing the role of nursing in the overall organizational picture

beyond that of the skills that are required for the job.

Transformative Learning

Transfotmative learning is "the process of learning through critical self

reflection, which results in refonnulation of a meaning perspective to allow· a more

inclusive, discriminating, and integrati,'e understanding of one's experience.

I
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Learning inclllcies action on these insights" (l\IIezirow, 1.991, p.xv). This th.eory of

adult learning is of palticular significance wilen considering orga.nizational

reengin.eering and the challenging of traditional roles and accollntabilities.

As learners, adults are unique from children in tilat adults have developed a wa}'

of seeing th.e world that is based on past experiences, knowledge, and vaIlles.

Tllese tlleaning perspectives provide a structure or familiar fraln.ework Wllicll

adults use as a means of dealin.gwith fUlllre experiences. George Kelly described

man as a scientist who is forever sttiving to understand and controlltis personal

world (Kelly, 1955). ~Iezirow (lrew on..Kelly's Personal Construct Theory when

describing a process tl1at enables tIle person to order and understand Iris v\lorld.

The meaning perspectiv'es clescribed "lithin the context of tranfonnati"e learning

tlleory provide a similar function. These meaning perspectives are tllose

assllmptions relating to knowledge (epistemic), social nonns (soCiOlin.gtlistic), or

self-concept (psycll010gical). Distoltions in any of these areas can intetfere witil

th.e a.dlllt's ability to percei,'e an.d therefore act within or to a gi,'en siulation.

Assumptions may be considered barriers \vllen tlley cause tIle learner to resist ne'w

initia.ti"es and limit personal or professional development.

Tilerefore it is vital for tllese meaning perspectives and assumptions to be raised

to a level of consciollS awaren.ess·ofthe leam.er~ For a learner to be trul.y

empowered, distolted assumptions tllat may act as a constraint to learning Inus! be

reviewed in light of th.e current reality, and revised as n.ecessary.
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Reflective learning occurs when these well-established meaning perspectives are

brought to a level of consciousness and reexamined as to their validity in the current

reality. Transfonnative learning describes this process in teffils of reflection and

action.

Mezirow (1991) describes the phases of transfonnative learning as being

initiated by a disorienting dilemma (or some sort of trigger event), that causes an

examination of personal assumptions (reflection), detennining if the assumptions

are valid, exploring alternatives, and then taking action as required.

These trigger events may be as subtle as contradictory infonnation (epistemic

meaning perspective) or a significant event such as organizational reengineering

which results in changing roles and responsibilities (sociolinguist and psychological

meaning perspectives). \\1hatever domain is challenged, the important result is that

reflection occurs and assumptions are questioned and possibly revised.

The process of challenging assumptions has been described as being comprised

of three parts (Mezirow, 1991). First, the learner must be aware of the

assumptions. Once the assumptions are made explicit, the source of the assumption

is considered, as well as any consequences of holding the particular assumption.

Lastly, the assumption is questioned for its validity in light of the current context. If

the assumption is revised, then a transfonnation of that meaning perspective is said

to have occurred. This process can also be described in tenns of content, process

and premise reflection (Cranton, 1994). In content reflection, the content (the
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'~That") of the problem is examined. Process reflection concentrates on the

strategies used for addressing the problem (the "how"), while premise reflection is

concerned with underlying factors ( the "whys") of the problem itself It is premise

reflection that leads the individual towards transfonnative learning. The

questioning of the ''\"vhys'' will either enhance or constrain the a.bilit~l of the

individuals to address the various "disorienting dilemmas" in their world.

Considering the ever-changing organizational environment today, indnliduals are

constantl:y being faced with "triggering events" and "disorienting dilemmas."

Effecti\le reflection skills are becoming essential in toda~y's dynamic culture.

There are several ways in \vhich reflection can be stimulated. For the purposes

of this research stu~7 the use of critical questioning skills will be utilized to facilitate

transfotmative learning.

Critical questioning is a specific fonn of questioning utilized in order to foster

reflection, not elicit infonnation (Cranton, 1994). Brookfield describes critical

questioning as one of the most effective means by which assumptions can be

externalized. Critical questioning is a valuable resource to ha'le in that it can be

applied to questions regarding content (the what), processes (the how), and the

actual question itself (the why). It can occur through dialogue with another or

internally as part of self-reflective process. A sense of disequilibrium (a triggering

event) may occur as a result of critical questioning, so care should be taken to

ensure that adequate supports are available for the learner. It is not only essential
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that the learner be supported during this process, but it is equally important that the

learner have supports in place to assist with the implementation of an)l changes in

behavior that are associated with a transfonnative experience.

In tenns of organizational learning, the concepts and principles associated with

transfonnative learning theory are quite applicable. Organizations that "'1sh to not

only succeed, but excel in the future need to discover hO\\i to tap into people's

commitment and capacity to learn. Organizational reengineering is an example of

one such activity that requires great commitment and capacity to learn at all levels

of the organization. Successful reengineering requires that we challenge our basic

assumptions, existing rules and principles (Cannicheal, 1994). Bergman (1994)

describes reengineering in tenns of starting over with a clean sheet ofpaper and

rejecting the conventional wisdom and assumptions of the past.

It is because of these requirements~, that many reengineering project~ fail. They

conflict with deeply held internal images of how the world works, limiting us to the

familiar ways of thinking and acting (Senge, 1990). These internal images, or

mental models, need to be managed iforganizations are to succeed. The

management of mental models includes the surfacing, testing, and improving these

internal images. Reflection skills are key to the process of managing mental

models. They concentrate on slowing down the thinking processes so we can

become more aware of how we fonn our mental models and the ways they
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influence our actions. These activities are seen as paramount to the o'lerall success

of any organization.

Role Theory

Role theoryT is concerned with the stud)T ofvarious processes that produce and

explain behaviors. Role theory has also been described in tenns of a field of study

whose domain is the study of real-life behavior as it is displayed in on going social

situations (Biddle & Thomas, 1966). Elements often examined within this domain

include phases of socialization, interdependence among individuals, characteristics

of social positions, and the specialization and division of labor. Role theory

attempts to describe behaviors in tenns of'lalues, mores, nonns and hO"l the~y fotnl

the basis for the development of roles, social structures and social organizations.

Roles, and the relationships they create, can be described as the thread from which

the fabric of social organization is woven. They are vital to the system structure

which allows for predictability in human beha,Jior (Bertrand, 1972).

The nonn represents the smallest unit of the social structure. Nonns are

clustered together to fonn roles, which in tum are used to defme positions,

structures and complex organizations. At the very core of the nonnative structure

is the mos. A mos is a commonly accepted rule of conduct that is strictly enforced.

Mores (plural of mos) are derived from an unknown origin, unquestioned, and

unchanging. They are refIectnle of the perceived importance of the behavior on the

actual survival of the group. If the mores are considered to be morally right, then
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to question them can be considered to be morally? wrong (Davis, 1966). It is only

\\t~hen these mores are questioned that people will reflect upon them. Because of its

perceived importance to the group, there is a great unwillingness to see amos

questioned or ''violated.''

Considering the mos as the basic structure of the nonn, it is relevant that a nonn

would be defmed as the required or acceptable behavior for a given situation that

provides a standard for behaving as well as for judging behavior (Bertrand, 1972).

Nonns are often described in tenns of the characteristics they possess. Absolute

nonns are those nonns which are known and supported by everyone, apply to

e'lel)lone in all situations, and \\lhich are rigorously enforced as compared to

conditional nonns which have limited application and are only enforced

sporadically. The intensity dimension of a nonn refers to the perceived importance

of the nonn and the severity of sanctions applied should the nonn be violated or

challenged (Bertrand, 1972). A nonn is considered to be crystallized within a

group when the members' idea of what is appropriate or inappropriate is consistent

throughout the group. The high crystallization of notnls \\7ithin a group has been

positively related to organizational effectiveness (Jackson, 1966).

As described previously, nonns are clustered together to fonn a role. The tenn

role can be defined as the expected and actual behaviors associated with a position.

Therefore, the concept of role applies not to individual personalities or persons, but

to positions within a structural system that includes people, positions and tasks
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(Oeser & Harary, 1966). Although the concepts of role and position (or status) are

quite inseparable, it is important to note the relationship between the two. A

position or status is the collection of rights and duties and is distinct from the

person who may occupy it. An individual is assigned to a position and is seen as

perfonning the role ~?hen the rights and duties are acted upon. Role positions have

certain expectations associated with them, but these expectations are detennined by

the needs of the social structure in which the}l are imbedded. Roles are not created

or discarded as easily as nonns because of their greater significance to the larger

social structure..

Positions within a structure are described as being comprised of role sets. A role

set refers to a complement of specialization that is characteristic of the position.

The concept of role set and division of labor are similar in that a description of all

the role sets for each person within a system would be reflective of the division of

labor for these persons. The concepts of specialization and division of labor are

related ~yet different in that specialization refers to the amount and number of

different behaviors engaged by a particular person while the division of labor has

reference to the particular complement of specialization (Biddle & Thomas, 1966).

As previously mentioned in the review of the historical perspective on the

division of labor and management theory, .it. is this specialization and division of

labor that most organizations and institutions have used as the foundation on w~hich

to build their structures. \Vithin role theory, an institution can be described as a set
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of mores and laws built around one or more functions (Davis, 1966). Complex

organizations are a type of social system that is comprised of rnlO or more groups

with specialized functions that are dedicated to a particular goal. Hospitals and

universities are examples of complex organizations.

As we consider the overall function and importance of mores, roles, and role

positions within the context of social organizations, we can begin to understand the

barriers that are faced when organizations attempt to transfotm themselves. The

process of organizational transfonnation, or reengineering, challenges the basic

assumptions about the purpose of the organization and hO\\l that organization will

function. '\lithin this global perspective, traditional role positions are challenged,

resulting in the individual's perspectiv~e on his or her role also being affected. The

effects of reengineering in health care, particularl}r on nursing professionals, is a

good example of how changes within a structure can be seen as challenging the

very mores of a particular group.

There has been a great deal of role diffusion in the health care indust1)\ as

nursing professionals are being asked to assume tasks, functions and roles that have

traditionally been associated outside of their role. Role expansion has occurred as

nurses at varying levels adopt and assume tasks that have been previously assigned

to other role positions (particularly management positions).

A common example of this would be the concept of decentralized decision

making and staff empowetment. Clinicians are requesting that they~ be involved in
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decisions that will affect them, but to be in"ohled in this process \\ITill result in less

time directly spent providing patient care. The individuals in this type of situation

may experience different aspects of role stress. They recognize the importance of

being involved in these additional activities, but feel guilty about decreasing time

spent with patients. As positions are being redefined, role ambiguity may result

from a lack of clarity in role expectations. Role inadequacy may occur when the

individual is assigned to a role for which he or she is not adequately prepared. As

a result of this type of situation, role frustration occurs when the individual is

unable to fulfill the role in the way he would like or others expect him to (Bertrand,

1972).

A major issue for many professionals is the fear of loss of a professional identity

in the reorganization process. Nonns that were once considered absolute are no\\?

questioned, revised or even discarded in light of the current reality. A specific

example of this is the assumption that the manager of a nursing unit does not

necessarily have to be of the nursing profession. The traditional view of the nurse

manager position might be described in tenns of an ascribed status. Ascribed

statuses are those assigned to individuals without reference to their innate

differences or abilities (Davis, 1966). Candidates for nurse manager positions

were (and still are) often nursing clinical experts with little or no management

background or experience. The foundation for this rationale can be traced back to

the concepts of specialization and division of labor already presented.
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Organizations are now transforming this position into an achieved status , one

earned through the demonstration of some special ability. The debate continues as

to the best defmition of "special ability."

Summal1r

The literature revie"'Ted in this section consisted of an historical perspective on

the division of labor and management theory, continuing with recent trends in

management theory with particular emphasis on the impact that these theories had

and will have on the nursing profession. We can see how external structures

impacted on the individual's role and ability~ to participate in decision making. This

will be of considerable importance w~hen examirring the impact that the generic

Service Manager position has on nursing staff.

The implementation of this position may be view~ed as a ''triggering event" that

precedes transfonnative learning. The strategies presented for facilitating self

reflection (critical questioning) will help to support nursing staff through what may

be perceived as a disorienting dilemma by some and an opportunit)'~ for personal

discovery~ by others.



CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Overview

This chapter will present the research paradigm and specific methods utilized for

the study. An overview of the specific research methodology7 will be presented,

including the rationale for the use of the methodology as it applies within the

context of this study. This will be followed with a description for the procedures

related to: participant selection, data collection and storage, and data analysis.

Research Paradigm

\\Then considering the focus of this study and the questions that are being

addressed, a qualitative research approach is viewed to be not only appropriate, but

essential if the desired outcomes are to be actualized. Qualitative research is

distinguished from quantitative research in that quantitative research is concerned

with frequency while qualitative research is concerned with abstract characteristics

of events (Kincheloe, 1991). \Vhen considering the aspects of social research,

qualitative research methodology is best suited to challenge the assumptions that are

already present within the social context being examined and appreciate the value of

the experiences of the individuals involved. These assumptions, human experiences

and individual perspectives are the essential features of qualitative research.

Qualitative research is viewed as research that is not done "to" other people, but

research done "with" others in relationships of trust and respect (Rothe, 1993).
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Not unlike quantitative research, qualitative research is comprised ofmany

orientations. The specific orientation that will be applied to this research study is

that of ethnomethodology. Ethnomethodology can be described as the study of

knowledge, procedures and reasoning that people use to make sense of the

circumstances in which they find themselves in. It attempts to make explicit, the

assumptions that people take for granted. The goal of ethnographic research

activities is to develop an understanding of the ''-world'' as it is experienced by the

''natives'' (Deyhle, Hess & LeCompte, 1992). On a larger scale, ethnographic

research attempts to gain knowledge about a particular culture, to identify patterns

of social interaction and to develop holistic interpretations of societies and social

institutions (Kincheloe, 1991).

The purpose of the study is to detennine how nursing staff perceive the Service

Manager position as it relates to their "world" of traditional roles and professional

responsibility. The orientation and philosophy of ethnomethodology is compatible

with the purpose of this research study. Ethnographic analysis portrays immediate

interaction as the collective activity of individuals in institutionalized relationships

who are both reproducing and transfonning their own histories and that of the

larger society in which they live (Erickson, 1992).

Role of Researcher

Prior to and for the duration of the study, I was employed at West Park Hospital

in the position of Organizational and Personal Development Consultant with the
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Department of Quality? Developm.ent an.clEdllcational ReSOllfces. Alth.ough my

role within tIle organization \vas to provid,e ed.ucational SUppOlt to all employees,

m}! primal}! "custom.ers" were the nllfsing staff-- due to my nlIfsing backgroun.d,

and ability to identify and address tlleir professional needs. Tllere existed a

relationship of tnIst an.cl ffillulal respect between myself and th.e nllrsing staff They

often told me that I was trusted llecause, in tlleu' opinion, I "never forgot wllat it's

like to be a nllrse."

In tenus of the research. study, my role can be described as that of~palticipant

obsenTer. It was pali of rn)T role \vitmn tb.e organization to assess th.e n.eeds of tIle

nursing staff and detelmine tIle best Il0ssil,le ways to address those needs.

"lith regard to the implementation of the Service I\1anager position, as a nllfse, I

was not opposed to the impletnentation of the Service Manager position..

How'e,'er, I did anticipate that this \VOIIld indeed prove to be a major trigger event

for tIle nursing sta~ and tl1at they WOllld need to be suppolted as tlley adjusted to

the .new struculre an.d reporting relation.ships.

Selection ofParticipants

TIle pa11icipants for this study consisted of tIle IJrofessional nursing staff

employed at "Test Park Hospital. Participants were not actuall:y selectee! (as

tlrrougll a lottery system), but were tnerely invited to particilJate itl tIle study.

Therefore, the resulting ch.aracteristics or demographic profIle of the participants

were dtiven by the individuals who cllose to participate, not predetennined by tIle
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employed a'J staff nurses were eligible to be included in the study. Original1)r, the

stud){ was to be confined to on1)t those nurses who were reporting to a non-nurse

Service Manager, but frequent comments from other nurses such as "I wish ",~e

didn't have a Service Manager with a nursing background because it would force

us to address issues," initiated the expanded study population. Registered Nurses

employed in other positions within the hospital (Clinical Practice Consultants and

Service Managers) were also invited to participate, but with the request that the~y

participate as "nurses" , not as "managers" or "educators".

All potential participants were infotrned of the intent of the study and the

schedule for the focus groups in the following manner:

1. Presentation to the Nursing Professional Standards and Issues Council

in September 1994. This council contains representatives from all

nursing areas within the hospital. The representatives were to then

fonvard infotmation back to colleagues on nursing units as part of

nonnal communication structure.

2. Infonnation sheets were sent to all nursing areas infonning staff of the

intent of the research study, requesting support and participation

(emphasizing that participation \-\las purely voluntary) and including the

schedule for the focus groups.

37
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3. Reminders were sent,lia electronic mail to all nursing areas on the

morning of a scheduled focus group.

Although all nurses within the organization were notified and invited to

participate in the study, the realities of shift work and rotations allowed for only a

sample. It is believed that the characteristics of this sample group are reflectnle of

the collective nursing population.

Methods for Data Collection

i\ longitudinal study design, conducted in three phases over a 14 month period

of time, '\las utilized to detennine the perceptions of the nursing staff regarding the

Service 1\1anager position and if those perceptions changed over time. The purpose

of the longitudinal approach is to monitor the perceptions of the nursing staff over

time and to detennine what, if an}\ beha,lior changes may also occur. A 14 month

time frame was examined, beginning in October, 1994 and ending December,

1995. Phase 1 occurred in October, 1994. This coincided with the implementation

of the Service Manager position which began on October 24, 1994. Phase 2 of

data collection occurred in June, 1994 (approximately 8 months post

implementation of the Service Manager position). Phase 3 took place in

December, 1994 (14 months post-implementation of the Service Manager

position).

Focus groups were used as the primary method for data collection in the study.

The use of focus groups enabled the researcher to utilize the participants' sharing
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of experiences and personal interpretation of events, as the "instrument" to

generate data. The most desirable feature of focus groups is the interaction

between not only the participants and the researcher, but the interaction bernreen

the participants themselves. Many researchers feel that the most valuable benefit of

focus groups is the dynamics of the discussion that occurs among the participants

(Greenbaum, 1993). It is the belief of this researcher that the interactions between

participants of these focus groups also ~yielded man~y benefits.

~J\lthough interactive dialogue is desired during focus groups, it is essential that

there be a pre-detennined structure and an established question guide that "lill be

followed by the focus group facilitator. Without structure and boundaries, the

discussion may not yield the desired results and leave the researcher (and

sometimes the participants) feeling frustrated. To ensure that the focus groups

were successful as a data collection tool, a semistructured intervie\-v format was

used. The semistructured interview~ process incorporates a series of questions that

are de,'eloped in advance. The questions started out quite di,rergent in nature and

became increasingly more specific to the research topic. \Vhere necessary, probes

and open-ended questions were used to elicit more infonnation. Laddering is

another technique that assists in probing the participant's innennost feeling about a

given issue. Laddering is a questioning technique that enables the researcher to get

to the hidden or underlying reasons for why people feel the way that they do about
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certain issues (Greenbaum, 1993). This technique is also similar to that of critical

questioning (Cranton, 1994).

To facilitate staff participation in the focus groups, an infonnal telephone survey

was conducted to detennine the best (and worst times) to schedule the focus

groups. Infonnation was collected regarding regular unit-based activities such as

staff meetings, interdisciplinary rounds, and patient related activities (admission and

discharge days). No less than five focus groups were scheduled for each phase of

data collection. All focus groups were conducted from 2:00pm - 3:00pm (the

most convenient time for nursing staff) and the locations were varied throughout

the facility to make it easier for staff to participate.

To ensure that the data generated from the focus groups were recorded in an

accurate and complete manner, the focus groups were audio-taped. This facilitated

the analysis of the data over the three phases of the study. The participants were

infonned that the sessions would be audio-taped prior to the beginning of the focus

~oup. Each participant was requested to sign a consent fonn indicating that they

willingly agreed to participate in the focus group, that they were aware that the

sessions would be audio-taped for data collection purposes only, and that they had

the right to withdraw from the focus group at any time (see Appendix A). The

confidentiality of all participants was ensured by the researcher in order to establish

a conducive environment for open, honest dialogue. There was a preexisting

relationship of trust and respect between this researcher and the participant
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poplllation that also ensured that th.e needs and con.cems of the participants w'ere

respected. TIle a.udiotapes and sjgned consents were stored in tIle llonle of tIle

researcher to enSllre that the confidentiality an.d secllrit~y of the particillants was

maintained.

Data Analysis

Data reduction. and analysis occurred on all ongoing basis for tile duration of tile

study. The process of data an.al)!sisbegins b~y' con.siderin.g wh.ole events, foll.o\v·ed

by the analytical decotnposing ()f the data into sm.aller fragments and [mally,

recomposlllg thern into a. \vb.ole an.<l relating this "rithin a social context (Eric.ksol1,

1992). The audiotalles of tile focus groups were reviewed by the researcller

foll.o"ling each fOCIIS grOllp, to ch.eck for the claril)! aIld qllality of infonnation

obtained. If required, palticipants were contacted to verify or validate infollnation

contained on the audiotapes. The original tapes \vere revie\ved with a critical "ear"

for infonnation relevant to tile purpose of tile researcll study.. Tile recorded

conversations fronl the fOCIIS grOllps \v'ere th.en transcribe,} from the original tape

by tIle research.er. These transclibed segrnents were allplied to a coding system. that

assisted itl detennining corom.on them.es within the infonnation. A "co(le" is an

abbreviation or sytnbol used to classify words or sentences taken from tlwanscrilJed.

field n.otes. Co{lin.g of qu.alitative data as a. m.etllod of (lata an.alysish.elps to redllce

large atnounts of data into an ordered llattern, gets tile researcller into analyzing the

data dllrin,g the collection., and h.e.lps th.e researcher to build a cognitive m.ap (Miles
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& Huberman, 1984). Data anal}!sis occurred in 1\\/0 ways: eachph.ase of data

collectioII was analyzed for comtnon tlletneS specific to that tim.e period and upon

compl.etion of the sUI(I}!, the themes from all three ph.ases were anal}!zed as a

collective. As previously mentioned, once the individual pieces of tIle data were

analyzed, the information deriveel from th()sepieces \vas compile(l to fOffil.a

narrative description of the ·researcll [mdings. Tins is considered tIle most

important part (ethically speakin.g) of the research process. The researcher h.as a

1110ral and ethical responsibility to retutn to tIle patticiIlants and sllare tIle r~sults of

\vhat was a collaborati'le effort between researcher an.cl participant-- otherwise, n.o

tnatter IIOW patticipatory the researcll, one can be said to have engaged in little

more than social'loyeurism (Pitman &Nlaxw·ell, 1992). It.is th.eplan of this

researcller to retutn to West Park Hospital in June, 1996, to preSetlt tIle results of

the stu(ly.

Summary

This study \vas designeel to determine the perceptions of nllrsmg staff regar(iing a.

generic Service Manager position with regard to traditional roles and professional

accountability. Considering the elem.ents of a qllalitative research Stlldy, th.e

researcll methodology was open to review as the study progressed. Any and all

meth.ods utilized ha'le been fi111y (locum.ented.



CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS, ANALYSIS AND

INTERPRETATION

Introduction and Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings obtained from the research

study and interpret their meaning in relationship to the original purpose of the

study. The chapter will begin with a summary description of the focus groups and

the major themes for each of the three phases of data collection. Each phase of the

research study will first be presented individua1l)r, with the chapter concluding with

an evaluation and interpretation of the collective research results.

Summary Description of Focus Groups

A total of 14 focus groups were conducted during the study, with a total of 47

nurses participating in the focus groups over the course of the study (see Table 1).

The nursing participants included Registered Nurses~ Registered Practical Nurses,

Clinical Practice Consultants, and Service Managers (those with a nursing

background). Phase 1 of the study was initiated in November, 1994, with fi'le

focus groups conducted and a total of 17 nurses representing 8 out of 16 different

nursing areas having participated. Phase 2 of the study was held 8 months later

(July, 1995). There were five focus groups conducted with a total of 30

participants representing 9 of 16 nursing areas. Finally, Phase 3 of the study
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occurred in December, 1995 'With four focus groups conducted. "'ith Phase 3, a

total of 16 participants represented 6 of 16 nursing areas.

The data from each phase of the stud)l were examined independently, with a

coding S)lstem utilized to identify common themes. Although the phases were

reviewed independently of each other, there was a consistency to the themes

identified in all three phases of the study (see Table 2). In each phase of data

reduction and analysis, the themes were placed in an order that was reflectnle of the

intensity in which the participants' comments referred to these areas. The themes

that were identified in Phase 1 included: professional identity, education and

professional development, and professional accountability. In Phase 2, the themes

that were identified consisted of: professional accountability, professional identit}\

consultation and collaboration, and education and professional development. The

themes identified in Phase 3 were consistent with those found in the previous

phases. The~y included.: professional accountability, consultation and collaboration,

and professional identity.

Phase 1: Research Findings

The data presented here are reflective of the nursing staffs' perceptions of the

Service Manager position in the initial stage. Phase 1 occurred in October, 1994

coinciding with the very week that the Service Managers began their ne\\l positions

(See Table 1). 'Ine themes are presented in the order of the intensity in which they

were mentioned by the participants.



Table 1

Summary Description of Focus Groups
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PfL~SE PHASE ONE PHASE 1\\'0 PfL~SETHREE

Time Frame November - July - August 1995 December 1995
December 1994

Total Number of 5 5 4
FDeus Groups
.Total Number & 17 Registered 20 Registered 10 Registered
Description of Nurses *, Nurses *, 10 Nurses, 6
Participants 8 Registered Registered Registered

Practical Nurses Practical Nurses Practical Nurses
*includes Service * includes Clinical
1v1anagers with Practice
nurs~g Consultants and
background Service Managers

with nursing
background

Percentage of 8 units (50~/o) 9 units (60%
) 6 units (40%

)

Nursing Units
Represented



Table 2

SummaQr of themes derived from focus group intenriews
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PlLL\SE

Phase One

Phase T\\lO

THE~1ES ( IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY IN DL~LOGlTE)

1. Professional identi~.r

2. Education and Professional Development

3. Professional accountability

1. Professional accountabili~r

2. Professional identit}.r

3. Consultation and Collaboration

4. Education and Professional Development

Phase Three 1. Professional accountability

2. Consultation and Collaboration

3. Professional identit)r
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Theme # 1: Professional Identity

The theme of professional identifyr was the prevalent theme that many of the

focus group comments re'lolved around. This theme was interconnected

throughout the dialogue generated from the focus groups. The comments

expressed by the participants, revolved around how the introduction of this position

would affect them, as a distinct group. The general comments that were expressed

were consistent within all focus groups and all categories of participants (there was

no noted difference beffiieen the perceptions of Registered Nurses and Registered

Practical Nurses).

The introduction of the Service 1\'1anager position was not view~ed in a positive

manner by the nursing staff. The emotions that were expressed included anger,

fear, disappointment and the sense of being insulted. \Vhen the participants ",Tere

asked "That they thought of the Service Manager position (specificall:y that the

position did not require a nursing background), a common initial response was "not

much!" The anger and disappointment appeared to stem from a perception, that b:y

eliminating the need for the manager to have a nursing background, that somehow

"devalued'" them as a professional group. One comment in particular reflects this

position:

I would rather have a nurse manager because I think that nurses are special

people. I guess it's a really weird thing to say but I really think that we are. But

just because we see ourselves as being speciaL that doesn't mean that others
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will vie\"\;7 you that same wa~y. Ifwe were seen as special, I guess that nurses

w~ould still be managing nurses -- so I guess we're not that special.

Another participant expressed her sense of disappointment and anger in the

following statement : "By having a Respiratory Therapist as a manager, I feel a little

bit hurt. If the)! could fmd generic managers out there that are good enough to do

the job, why couldn't they fmd nurses to do the job?"

The greatest focus for discussion stemmed from the concern that the service

managers (with non-nursing backgrounds), will not "understand nursing as we do."

Again, this concern reflects hov\l7 they? vie,,? their profession as being quite distinct

and special. They questioned the abili~r of the non-nurse Service ~'lanagers to act

as their leader:

How can they relate to what nursing does, nursing is very complex and has a lot

of histOI}l that makes it difficult for someone \vho is not a nurse to understand.

\\'hen we talk about patient care, is she going to know what we are talking

about? They? also \V70n't understand the nursing profession and won't be able to

give us any guidance or provide us with any type of leadership.

Many viewed the Nursing Unit Manager not OnI)l as the leader of the unit, but also

their professional leader. Many identified the professional support and guidance

that the)! received from the Nurse Manager as having great personal value and

consequently? felt a void in that area. The void elicits feelings of apprehension and

fear. These feelings were expressed b)! one nurse as
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All of a sudden of [sic] ha\l.ing all these years of having guidance there from

the Nursing Unit Manager, and now~ having that all taken away-- all of a

sudden I'm kind of like free falling and I hope that I land on my feet. I really

just don't knO\\T who I will ask for guidance with regards to patient care issues.

Having a manager that was empathetic to nursing and nursing issues was also

expressed as being quite important. Again, the concern that the non-nurse Service

Managers will not that have that appreciation for the complexit)l of the profession

was consistentl)' expressed by the participants. One nurse expressed this concern as

"1 hope that the SetVice Managers come in and appreciate the nursing staff: looking

at the complexity of w~hat nursing is and not looking at it from just the tasks that

the)~ see."

Interestingly enough, once they began articulating their concerns about the

inability of the Service ~1anagers to understand nursing, the focus of the discussion

changed to how~ the nursing profession has actually contributed to the very situation

the)~ find themselves in.

The)T identified a collective ownership in creating the problem :

From a nursing perspective, I believe that this has happened because nursing has

allowed it to happen. By allowing ourselves to be placed in the background and

not being seen as having the expertise that we have. Ifyou were to ask me

where nursing sits on the totem pole -- they sit on the bottom. And what really
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bugs me about nursing is that \'le are such a large body ofpeople but yet we

seem to have so little control over our profession.

Another area that was identified as contributing to this issue was the traditional

hierarchical structure that nursing has been a part of for decades. Nurses reported

to nurses, \'vithin a health care facility? that \\laS structured around the providers of

patient care services. Ifcontinually surrounded by peers, there is no need to

articulate \\lhat )lOU do, or why you approach a task in a particular manner.

This has always been a problem for nursing, we've always had that structure,

that someone that we didn't have to explain ourselves to. I think that nursing

has gotten too comfortable in the fact that we never had to explain ourselves.

They clearl)" identified that this is a problem that will Onl}l be intensified in light of

the Service Manager position. Although they feel very strongly that they are a

distinct profession that adds 'Talue to the deli,'eI}r ofhealth care, as individuals, they?

cannot explicitly explain something that is implicit to the collective group. The

awareness of this issue can be depicted as:

one of the big problems with this is that nursing can not describe what it is that

we do and that leaves us in a very vulnerable position. Ifyou were to go out and

ask any of the nurses here right now what does nursing mean to you -- they

would have a very hard time coming up with an answer.

There was a great sense of awareness that they now have to prove themselves as a

profession.
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Along with the challenge of articulating their role, other challenges that were

identified included ensuring that the collective nursing perspective w~ould not get

lost. The loss of the Nursing Unit Manager also represented the loss of the

advocate for Nursing at the corporate level. To presume that role would be

assumed by the individual nurses was not considered a reasonable option. The need

to have a central focus for nursing was seen as necessary if the professional "las to

remain proacti'le;

I strongly?, strongly? believe that in situations such as this, what they must have is

something along the line of a Chief Nursing Officer - someone that doesn't look

at management but at the areas of clinical practice. To cut off that linkage is to

trul~/ do a disservice to the entire profession.

In tenns of their professional identity? and the challenges that they? identified, one

nurse did ,;jew this as a positn!e situation :

"I like the idea of the Service 1\1anager position. From w~hat I've seen in the past,

having a nurse as a manager really hasn't done much for us as nurses. NO\\l

with the Service Manager position, it allows them to step back and it allows us to

step forward and take on more ownership of issues."

Theme # 2: Education and Professional Development

Upon review of the data, the comments that were centered around the theme of

education and professional development were focused on the areas such as
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accountability for learning, skill gaps, and identification of resources. It is within

this area that some differences in the perspectives of the nursing staff participants

(and the Service Manager participants with nursing backgrounds) were noted.

\\'hen addressed with the question "do you see the Service Manager having any

role in ~lour professional development?", the overnlhehning response from the

nursing participants was no. They felt that it should be their own responsibility to

ensure that their educational needs are addressed and professional standards are

maintained. The comments reflect back to earlier perceptions that Service

Managers are not familiar with nursing as a profession; "the Service l\1anager

doesn't knO\\T what our standards are, we are responsible to know~ what our

standards are and make sure they are up to par." Some nursing staff identified that

this is not a consistent "1ew~ amongst their colleagues. The mechanisms to ensure

standards are maintained, are lacking in tenns of the authority" to enforce the

standards. In the past, the Nursing Unit Manager would identify learning needs

and ensure that staff went to inservice training. This is no longer the case and

many staff stated that the "nurses don't have anyone telling them to go (to training),

so now it's not being done, and with the Service Managers, there are no

repercussions for not going." Although all staff participants identified that it was

important to encourage colleagues to address training needs, many" felt that "I don't

feel it's my job to tell someone how to do their job." This was still seen as the

domain of the manager, no matter what the professional background.
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The Service Manager participants, (those with nursing backgrounds) described

the issue of the identification of learning needs in a different manner. They

identified that the non-nurse Service Manager "won't be able to alert the nursing

staff to some of the actual or potential gaps and things they need to address."

There was the perception that nursing staff may' not be adequately prepared to

assess their own learning needs : " I mean, if you don't know what you need to

kn0 \\1 -- then hO\\7 do y'OU knO\\r that you don't know it?"

The nursing staff participants did acknowledge that there were resources

available to them to help them to address an}l learning needs. Along \\lith those

resources w~as the recognition that " yrOU have to take the responsibility to utilize

them and to take care of your O\\ln issues of clinical competenC}l as opposed to

"Taiting for direction from yrour manager." Resources that w~ere identified

included: Shared Go\!emance unit-based councils, the Nursing Professional

Standards and Issues Council, guidelines from the College of Nurses of Ontario,

and their fello\\l peers ("you're reall~v going to ha\!e to reI}! on :your fello\\l nurses to

help you out"). The Service Manager was identified as being able to supply the

resources to assist with educational and professional development; "the role of the

Service Manager is to support but not to actually do for us anymore."

Theme # 3: Professional Accountability

This theme focused the idea of the nursing staff being more accountable for

patient care. This was viewed as a positiv7e aspect of the change to the Service
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Manager position. There was a increased sense of awareness that \vhat ~7as

required of them as nurses was changing. One nurse described it in this way:

There is the recognition that the job of nursing has changed, it's no longer

7:OOam - 3:OOpm and there is an expectation that ifnecessary we must s13)' after

3 0'clock to get things done. All of a sudden it has hit us that we are responsible

for issues regarding patient care! Before, the Nursing lJnit ~1anager used to

handle those issues -- nO~7 they" are gone. The Service Manager is there to

manage the unit, so as far as patient care issues, nursing is now ultimately'"

responsible. "

This additional responsibility \vas consistently seen as a positiv"e. There were also

man:y comments that reflected a sense of professional liberation: "why" do ~7e need

a manager for patient care issues? .After all that's our thing -- that's what \~le do";

"it's actually quite good because they aren't around anymore, so nO~7 they7lea\le us

alone to do our job"; "nurses are professional people -- we should be making our

own decisions and doing our own stuff'; and """le're not being babied an~lmore."

They see themselves as having a lot more control over nursing-related issues.

And in some cases, different behaviors are becoming evident: "I've actuall~y

noticed something with some of the nursing staff, I don't know ifyou have, but in

some areas nurses are stepping forward and taking responsibility for certain issues. "

There was an increased awareness that increased responsibility' and

accountability were going to rest with them instead of the manager. This w~as also
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seen as being a positive factor: "a lot of responsibilityT is nO\\l reall).r falling on the

nurses and in that respect I think its really good for the profession."

Phase 1: Interpretation

\\'hen considering the infonnation presented, there is adequate reference to all of

the theoretical frame\\lorks that were applied to this stud)l. The nursing

professionals at \Vest Park Hospital can be described as having embarked on a

journe:y to\\lards a transfonnative learning experience. The phases of

transfonnative learning, described b)l IvIezirow (1990) include: a disorienting

dilemma or trigger event that causes an examination of assumptions through the

process of reflection; the detennination if the assumptions are valid, exploration of

options, and taking action as required. The initial phases are clearlyT depicted

within Phase 1 of this study'.

The implementation of the Service !v1anager position can be described as a

trigger e-'vent for the nursing staff. This event has caused them to consider their role

\\lthin the organization. The experience has clearly been a disorienting one as w"e

recall the nurse who describes herself in a "free fall," hoping that she lands on her

feet. The fact that, as nurses, they are unable to articulate their role has caused

some concern that it may lea'le them 'Vulnerable." There is evidence of a

reflective process occurring as the nursing staff refer to how past behaviors have

contributed to their present state. The comments that nursing is partl}l responsible

for this and that the~y need to take more o\vnership over nursing-related issues,
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indicates a questioning of assumptions with the possibilit)l to taking action to change

present behaviors.

The argument for describing the Service Manager position as a trigger event is

based in the literature regarding the division of labor and the institutionalization of

professionals within a bureaucracy. Historically, health care institutions have been

structured according to the specialization of skills required and the professionals

\vho possessed those skills. \\Tithin the professional groups themsenres, a division

of labor dev~eloped \vhen clinicians assumed a managerial function. The dnJision

benveen the labor of the hand versus the labor of the head created that hierarchy~

within the professional groups and centralized decision making. Nursing units

\~vere managed b:y nurses -- that's the \vay the health care industry has been

structured for O\ler 100 years. Until recentl}l, one might e\len consider this

arrangement to be a mos within health care. A mos is described as being

uncha.nging, unquestioned, and of unkno\\in origin, and adhered to byT all group

nlembers (Davis, 1966). This may explain the sometimes extreme emotional

response of nurses when faced with the creation of non-nurse manager positions.

TItis challenges them to reflect on their traditional role and envision what may be

required of them in the future.

The reengineering that has occurred within health care (particularly \\1est Park

Hospital), has challenged those historical ways of structuring facilities, transfonned

the way services are provided and created ne\\l roles for service providers. It "rill be
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of interest to observe how the nursing professionals adapt to the new environment

over the next 14 months.

Phase 2: Research Findings

Phase 2 of the stud)l was conducted in July, 1995, eight months post

implementation of the Service 1v1anger position (see Table 1). The focus groups

were conducted in the same manner as in Phase 1 with the intent to detennine if

there \vas a difference in perspective that had occurred over the past eight months.

The same coding s~ystem was utilized, with the themes being presented in tenns of

their prevalence in the data.

Theme # 1 : Professional .4ccountabilitv

The issue of accountability continued from'Phase 1 of the stud~y. The emotional

component had decreased and there was more of a objecti,"e 'lie"? of the situation.

V\Tith regard to accountability, the nursing staffvie"ied this as a generally positive

outcome associated with the Service !\"fanager position. They" welcomed the

opportunity to be involv·ed in more decision making, thus increasing their

professional self- confidence. One nurse described it in this manner :

\\1e are doing a lot more independent decision making. In the past we would

always look at the situation, but then check with the Nursing Unit 1\1:anager to

see if that is what she would do. Now that that resource is no longer there, we

just go ahead and do it and see if it works on our own. No\v we just do it!
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Another example of the professional ''maturing'' of.the nursing staff is found in this

statement:

I feel that as nurses we are being treated more as professionals as opposed to the

maternal aspects of the old head nurse - we don't need to have that old

fashioned head nurse chasing ~you around checking up on what you are doing.

The Registered Nurses identif~l themsel\les as now being the most senior nursing

position in the hospital (there is no nursing position higher than a Registered

Nurse). They' enjoy' ha\ling this role. They feel that "people are looking to the RNs

(Registered Nurses) more as the leaders." \\lith this leadership role, the Registered

Nurses recognize the need to be more a\vare of\'lhat's going on "because people

are coming to me and consulting with me, so I need to be a\\lare so that I can help. "

There is also an increasing a~~areness of the "negative" sides of

accountability?: that with independent decision making, there are additional

pressures. The Registered Nurses in particular \vere noted to make comments

regarding this "negative" side of accountability? One Registered Nurse perceiv·ed it

this \\'7a)r:

There is a lot of confusion regarding exactly who is accountable for what.

I ret, we understand that nursing can no longer lean back and wait for someone

else or shift the accountability to someone else -- the buck stops here! And

that make things more stressful because now we have to think of what to do.
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\\lithin the area of accountabilit)l, the nursing staff are beginning to identif)l the

importance of being involved in additional activities. The additional activities

mentioned included: unit council meetings~ operational planning, and the budgeting

process. Although it can be a challenge to fit these activities into an aIread)l hectic

day, the nursing staff recognize that "these activities take a lot of time, but it does

help us to have a bigger picture of ~rhat is going on."

Although the nursing staff feel that the)l are becoming more accountable, one

Service Manager noted that "I still feel that there is a high degree of apathy to get

invol'led and communicate with one another and that apath~y just kills me!"

Theme # 2 : Professional Identitv

The theme of professional identity, took on a different emphasis in Phase 2 than

it had in Phase 1 of the research stud~y. The reader may? recall that in Phase 1, the

nursing staff were feeling v"er:y emotional regarding the implementation of the non

nurse Service l\'Ianager position. The comments ,vere very much focused on what

this \vas going to do "them." The theme of professional identity" in Phase 2 \vas

more reflective of what the nursing staffs' perceptions are regarding the effects of

the Service Manager position on patient care. The nursing staff felt that the

Service !\1anagers "don't have the same understanding of what the needs of the

patient are." There remained some concern, on the part of nurses, that their

inability to clear1)r articulate needs, coupled with the non-nurse managers lack of

kno\\iing, will have a negative impact on decisions made: "Is she going to say" No to
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things because she doesn't understand ","hat we are trying to say?" was often

expressed. Because of this concern many nurses identified the need to better

articulate their role. This was felt to be very important, not just to them, but to

ensure that the patients needs ",-ere being met. A nurse put it best b)l stating,

we ha'le to work harder to tell the Service Manager about nursing and what we

do on a day to da~y basis. Nursing has to speak up and tell people - heyr, this is

","hat we do and this is the value ","e bring to the patients.

One 'very interesting perspective came out regarding the relationship of the

Sen/lee Manager to the "business" of patient care. The nurses articulate that the)!T

can understand the rationale for the change in structure, but that they fear that the

patients are losing out because the Service 1\;1anagers are not "a part of the famil}'T

and don't want to be part of that family." "'hen asked to explain further, the

nursing staff talked about their relationship "lith the patients and their families.

1;fan)r of the patients have resided at "lest Park Hospital for several years. The

nurSing staff become an extension of the patient's familyTand the Nursing lJnit

Manager was a part of that famil)r -- chose to be a part. Although the nurses still

maintain that relationship, they express that the patients actually miss the

involvement of the nurse manager in their care. The Service Managers (generally

speaking), have little contact with the patients. And many staff wonder if that is a

good way to run a patient unit. One nurse member related this to ships and their

captains:
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all ships have to ha'le a captain, I do belie'le it is best that the captain of th.e ship

knows 110W tIle ship runs, in ord,er to do it properly, because if tIle captain of tIle

ship (loest1't kt1.0\V ho\v th.e ship nlllS, th.e ship will break dO\\7n.. \\lh.ere it ""'ill

work, is if'" the crew is good, but if'" tIle crew iStl't good and. the captain isn't good,

that ship is SlInk.

\\Then asked to explain furtller, tlus nurse \Vellt 011 to say tl1at we are in. th.e business

of patient care bIlt rrth.e manager doesn't take th.e tnne to kn.ow his "Cllstom.ers" -

110W can they possibly tlUnk they know Wll3t is going on? Nurses don't feel it is a.

person.ali!)r fIa\v in the individllals wh.o are m.anag;ers, th.ey honestly beli.e\le that

nurses understalld patient ca.re issues best: "like \vitll our man.ager, we like hittl a

lot, and he'~ very good, but h.e's n.ot a nlIfse an.d it's very obvi.OIIS." Becallse of

tltis perce!Jtion, nurses see tlleu· role as beulg eveIl more vital to ensure llolistic

patient care.

TheIne # 3 : Consultation and Collaboration

Th.e on.e consistent Inessage th.at was sent by all participants, was that sm.ce th.e

ilnplementation of the Service Manager position, tllere is a lot more consultation

beitlg (lon.e. Th.ese consllltatiolls are in the fOlm of nlirse-to-tllirse conSllltation,

llurse to interdisciplinalY team member consultation, and nurse to Service Manager

consliltation. This is expressed as an extrem.ely positi'le factor fronl th.e nllfsing

staff's -viewpoint. \Vitll regard to the nurse-to-nurse consultation, the Registered

Nllfses noted that "there is more collaborative (lecision Inaking between the RNs
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whereas before, you al\vay~s went to the Nursing Unit ~/fanager." The nursing staff

identified that as nurses ''we are learning to be more reliant on each other." They

recognized the importance of supporting each other in order to have a good

nursing team. There was a sense that "we have to, there is no other way~, there is

nobodyT out there that \\I~e can turn to." These nurse-to-nurse consultations were

especially important in the instances where a practice concern is the issue. In the

past, an~y concerns regarding the practice of a member of the nursing sta~ \\I~ere

brought to the attention of the Nursing Unit Manager. These practice issues are

nO\V7 discussed \\ITithin the nursing sta~ \\ITith the Service Manager being brought in

if the practice issue develops into a perfonnance issue. The Service 1\1anagers are

also beginning to consult with the nursing staff (particularlyr the Registered Nurses),

regarding questions or concerns they might have regarding practice issues.

The increased consultation between the nursing staff and the other members of

the interdisciplinary team was seen as a major ad\lantage. In the past, the practice

was to address any nursing-related issue to the Nursing lJnit lvfanager, and the

manager "lould then relate the issue to the nursing staff involved. There is a sense

from the nursing sta~ that there is more interaction between nursing and the other

health professionals. One nurse described the benefit as: "I'm learning a lot more

about the other disciplines and the other disciplines are learning a lot more about

nursing." This increased collaboration with others outside of the nursing profession
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will enhance their ability to articulate their role and increase their professional

profile within the team.

For one particular Registered Nurse, the increased consultation between nursing

allowed her "to mentor a lot more of my peers which is something that's 'ler.y

important to me."

Theme # 4: Education and Professional Development

.Although this issue "'7as relati'lely significant in Phase 1 of the study, the

emphasis here \\las the recognition that, as staff nurses, they are accountable for

their O\\ln learning needs. TheyT did identif)l one challenge in doing that -- "ha,,,ing

to have a lot more self-initiative and actually giving yourself the petmission to go to

sessions because you are no longer assigned to go byTthe Nursing Unit Manager. '"

!vIan)l nurses state that their colleagues are not supportive of them attending

sessions, "because they will have to take your patient assignment and resent yTOU for

it. So after awhile, you learn not to ask to go." Theyr realize that this is an issue

that the)l need to address if theyT are to remain competent and up-to-date.

One of the biggest changes they identified regarding this area is with the annual

perfonnance appraisal. Traditionall~y, the Nursing Unit Manager would complete

the perfonnance appraisal and identify the learning objectives for the individual

nurse. Since the Service Manager position was implemented, the nursing staff are

being requested to provide input into the petfotmance appraisal and identify their

own learning objectives.
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\'lith regard to the educational needs of the collectnle nursing sta~ there were

still some concerns that these needs are not being adequately addressed. One

perception (from a nurse Service Manager) is that "nursing is floundering and

continues to flounder because they can't see their way out." This view is consistent

"'7ith the views expressed in Phase 1, in that the nurse managers tend to view things

from a more global perspective, while the nursing staff focus more on the

immediate issues and concerns. This ma~y explain why there was such a difference

in perspectiv~e. Staff nurses felt that they were adjusting well, whereas the Service

Managers (nurses) sa\\? major gaps that need to be addressed.

Phase 2: Interpretation

Phase 2 of the research studyT occurred approximate1}l 8 months post

implementation of the Senice l\1anager position. The results from the data

collected indicated that the nursing professionals are continuing on their journe}l in

a positive direction. The intensity of emotion expressed in Phase 1 greatly~

diminished. Although they had a tendency to disagree \vith the change to the

Senlce Manager position, they could understand the rationale for it (common

statements included; "I can see wh~y they~ did it, but 1still don't like it. '~). The

comments were generally positive in nature, expressing more a sense of frustration

than actual anger.

From a broader perspective, the difference in the prevalence of the themes was

quite interesting. At this point in the Stud}l, the main focus of the nursing
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professionals was the increased sense of accountability and involvement in decision

making. As the major theme in this phase, this "ras a marked difference in focus

and attitude from the frrst phase. The nursing staff clearl:y and consistently

articulated that it is, not only their responsibility, but their obligation to be involved

in more decision-making arenas. Although this was expressed in positi\le tenns,

there \\lere negative aspects also described. The Registered Nurses, in particular,

found the additional accountabilit)'~ welcome, yet challenging. These obsen1ations

can be attributed to components of role theoIj~. The role expansion that the ~l\Js

are experiencing is common within a reengineering en'lironment. But that doesn't

make the transition any easier. Chapter 2 made reference to various types of role

stress that can occur in these t)rpes of situations (Bertrand, 1972). One example of

role stress that is evident here is that of role ambiguity. The comment that ''there is

a lot of confusion regarding exactly who is accountable for \\lhat" is reflective of

role ambiguity. The role sets are also being redefined as the roles evolve. The

nursing staff fmd themsehles involved in different activities that will require

different skills (operating and budget planning, or chairing a family conference, for

example). This can also be described in tetms of role expansion, as the nursing

staff assume roles that w~ere once exclusive to the Nursing Unit Manager.

Of particular interest was the difference in perspectives between the nursing staff

and Service Managers (nurses). The nursing staffheld a more focused perspective

(more unit based, specific to their needs), while the Service ~lanagers tended to
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view things from a more global perspecti\le. \\7hat was interesting was to obsenle

the Service Manager's sense of frustration that the nursing staff weren't capable of

dealing with larger issues, couldn't see the big picture, and were still "apathetic."

It is my opinion, the response of the nursing staff was quite appropriate

considering the historical background, not onlyT of \\Test Park Hospital, but of health

care institutions in general. Their ''world'' consisted of the activities and patients on

their specific unit. Traditionally\ staff nurses have ne\ler been in\'ited to participate

in the conversations and decision making regarding global issues. This has

traditionall~y been the arena for the nurse managers. Historicall~y, \\Test Park

Hospital invested little resources into the professional development needs of the

nursing staff. Clinical de\lelopment occurred as required, but concentrated efforts

to de'lelop the "professional" did not begin to occur until 1990. If the nursing staff

are \,lewed as being unable to see the big picture or be involved in major decisions,

then the individuals or systems making that observation must ask "how did we

contribute to the realit)l before us?" One cannot place blame on the nursing staff

for continuing to demonstrate the desired beha\Jiors required by a hierarchical

structure that they have been a part of for several ~years. The old structure has been

replaced with a revised one, patience must be key as the new desired behaviors for

this structure are identified and communicated, with supports put in place to assist

everyone in the transition.
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An additional area to note "laS the change in orientation of the nursing staff "lith

regard to their professional identif}r. During Phase 1, they were VeI}l concerned

how this was going to effect "them" as nurses. The perception was that the Service

Managers weren't going to be able to understand "nurses" and that would leave

them 'Vulnerable." \\lithin Phase 2 of the stud~y, their focus had shifted to the

issues of patient care. The perception that the Service Managers don't understand

patient care as \vell as nurses do is no\v the common concern amongst the nursing

staff. This indicates that a greater degree of critical reflection has occurred

regarding the issues of the non-nurse manager. The nursing staff appear to have

mO\led beyond the content and process reflection that was evident in the initial

phase and gone to the premise reflection that is described as leading to a

transfonnative learning experience (Cranton, 1994). The move beyond the ''what

is happening?" and "ho"l will it effect me?", to ""lh)' is this important?" thinking

indicates a raised consciouslless to the real issue at hand.

Some changes in behavior ha,'e been identified but the major impact seen in this

phase is the increased awareness of the importance of nursing in the overall patient

care process.

Phase 3: Research Findings

Phase 3 of the study was conducted in December, 1995, 14 months post

implementation of the Sent1ce Manager position. The total number ofparticipants

had decreased from previous phases of data collection, but the participants
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remained reflective of the collective nursing group (see Table 1). As in the

previous phases of data analysis and interpretation, the themes are presented in

tenns of their pre'lalence in the data collected from the focus groups.

Theme # 1: Professional Accountabilinl

The theme of professional accountability~ was again at the forefront \vhen nurses

were questioned about their perceptions regarding the Service Manager position.

Nlan~y of the observations and perceptions that were expressed in Phase 2 were

repeated again in Phase 3, but there were also some different issues emerged.

Consistently\ nursing staff will express a heightened recognition of the increased

accountability and authority that they have regarding patient care and nursing

specific issues ("'\:ve knO\\l that clinical issues with regards to patient care are o\'lned

1OO~/O by the nursing staff now"). Generall~y, they enjo~y the abilit)l to

independently make decisions and be more in'lol,'ed in the operational side of

managing the unit. The Registered Nurses, in particular "find that we are being

pulled into a lot more of the operational sides of things and that is good, because

now~ we can see what everything is all about."

Although this experience ",,"as generally seen to be a positive one, one Registered

Nurse observed that the more experienced RNs might be better equipped to handle

the changing role:

the impact on the older RNs is not that much, but I can see that for some of the

younger RNs that this is a bit intimidating and that's because they don't have the
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20 -30 years of experience behind them. B~l having the 20 -30 years behind )lOU

-- you can cope with an)1hing! I think that this would be Vel}l scary for someone

who didn't have a lot of self-confidence.

There was a greater sense of awareness of how dependent they allo\\led themselves

to be on the Nursing Unit Manager for any" decision making. One nurse stated :

I almost \\irish that we didn't have a Service Manager that was a nurse, because

then it would force us to address those issues on our own, instead of us keeping

the bad habit of allowing the manager to deal \\lith those issues for us.

Another nurse, who has a non-nurse Service ~Ianager described the same issue, but

from a different perspective:

As a result of the Service !v1anager position, \\le have become more independent

and Inore self-sufficient -- and we always were that ~?ay", but y"Ou kno~7 that if

you can pass the buck to someone else-- you will. Ifyou can't pass the buck

anymore, then you have to cope with it yourself.

As the nursing staff assume more accountabilit}l for patient care issues, they have

identified that their role as nurses has changed and continues to change. \\lithin this

larger context, they have also identified how their individual roles (as Registered

nurses and Registered Practical Nurses) are changing. As a collective group of

nurse, they are experiencing a lot of frustration because of the role changes -

"nobody seems to know what the role is anymore." This lack of role clarity has

created tension between the RNs and RPNs, because the job descriptions are no
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longer reflective of what is required. The RNs, in particular feel that they are in

"ne\v tenitol}l without a current map."

There is a difference in how the RNs and RPNs percen1e this role change. The

RNs identified having a lot more responsibility and with that, a lot more pressure.

Some of the additional challenges are welcome, but some RNs feel that "the:y are

pushing the RN to do more work away from the bedside and I think that they are

kicking us out of a job by doing that." Man~y RNs also expressed that they felt that

they were not adequately prepared for the additional responsibilities.

'\lith regard to authority· for decision making, the RNs noted that there are gaps

in the present system: "theyr tell me that I have this power, but sometimes I don't

see it." RNs told of situations when the~y had identified a problem, detennined the

best solution, but still had to go to an external source for the final OK and that

caused a lot of frustration.

The RPNs feel that they have been able to expand their role within this

en,Jironment. "'ith the RNs being invohled in a lot of the operational acti\tities, the

RPNs are picking up a lot more of the clinical side of things and being more

accountable for their own scope of practice. As the RNs identified that they had a

tendency to rely on the Nursing lJnit Managers, the RPNs noted that theyr also

deferred issues to the RNs. One RPN \vas quite proud of this change stating:
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\"e as RPNs are acting more independently\ within our own scope of practice.

Instead of waiting for the RN to assign us the tasks, ~7e look to see what has to

be done. I don't find that scary as an RPN, I find that challenging.

\Vhen asked the question: As a result of the Service l\1anager position, do you

feel that you have changed the way you approach nursing as a profession?, many

staff were quick to respond. Some felt "not really because \\,7e are doing what we

were supposed to be doing all along." But the majorit)l of nurses felt that it has

made a positive impact on them as professionals. One nurse described her

expenence as :

"Ires, it has changed the way that I practice. Before I ~7ould never suggest an:y

changes or make recommendations, or take anyT initiati'le. But lately" I've found

that I've gotten more mouthy because they ha've pushed me to be that "lay. I'm

more outspoken and "tilling to speak up and say things and I'm not scared

anymore. I'm not afraid to say things if I feel that I am right. If I think that I

am right, then watch out -- and I "lould never do that before. No"" I get in

there and do things as opposed to taking a back seat.

Another nurse describes hO"7 this restructuring has affected her self-confidence by

explaining how she found herself marketing the services of \Vest Park Hospital to a

visitor and that she felt reall:y good about doing that -- "so I felt really good because

at the end he ~7as really, really grateful. And I was glad to have the chance to do

that for him. "
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Theme # 2: Consultation and Collaboration

The thoughts and observations regarding the importance of consulting \\'7ith

nursing colleagues is still ,'ery much evident in this phase of the study? Many?

nurses make reference that they? are pulling together more and that has helped to

build up a greater sense of trust. That sense of trust was seen as ,Jital to having a

good functioning team -- "Ifyou don't have a sense of trust -- you don't have a

team." One negati,'e side was noted in that many nurses felt that a lot of things

were "falling through the cracks" because there was no one team leader. This was

an issue that many? areas were beginning to address -- hO\\l to keep the unit 'running

without resorting back to the traditional ""one-person" accountability systems.

The major advantage that \"vas seen was in the enhanced relationship benveen

nursing and the interdisciplinary team. There were several comments reflecting the

importance of interdisciplinary? team members "'ha'/ing to deal with us directl}l

instead of going to the manager." They real1}r felt that increased their profile in the

team and within the organization. One nurse described her thoughts as "it's been

positive for nursing, it has helped to bring the respect back to nursing because they

are now dealing with us."

Shared Governance was also identified as a means for them to collaborate with

other nurses in the organization. There ,vas a collective sense that to ha,'e Shared

Governance structure in place before the implementation of the Semce Manager
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position has helped "rith the transition ("I think that ifwe didn't ha'le Shared

Governance, we would really be in big trouble").

Theme # 3: Professional Identitv

The nursing staffs' perceptions regarding how they view themselves as

professionals remained fairly? consistent as in the previous phases of the study. The

nursing staff strongly believe that a non-nurse Service Manager doesn't have the

same appreciation for patient care that a nurse does. One nurse described her vie\v

in the follow·ing Wa)l:

OK, here is how I see it. Nursing is the biggest part of the unit right? Shall I Sajl

the most important part? - well it is the most important part! And I fmd that

these managers cannot relate to patient care issues. It is vety time-consuming to

ha,'e to explain all these things to them \"vhen you know they? \von't understand it

any\\tay. The)T just don't get it! Is there a difference between these managers

and the ~'lJ1\1s (Nursing Unit lvIanagers)? - Oh yeah- big time! The 1\JlJMs

were still vetyT much involved on the unit, they" knew all the patients b)T name.

These guys are too businesslike, where nurses are more human."

Another nurse also tells of a situation where it became quite clear to her that the

managers were different:

Once I went to tell the Service Manager that we had a couple of really sick

patients and her immediate response "las "Oh my? God -- the budget!" From
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that point on I decided that I \vould never bother to go to the Service Ivlanager

with another patient related issue again -- and I find that a little sad.

These situations clearly depict the nursing staffs' \lalue of the caring component to

the service they provide.

In Phase 2, the participants described their relationship with their clients, as being

members of an extended famil)l. They identified "this as being a special relationship

benveen the nurse and patient -- something that they valued. One rather alanning

change in this area was articulated by the participants in one focus group. These

participants indicated that as a result of ha\Jing other disciplines on the unit, that

they are being questioned about their relationships and some nursing beha,,ior b)r

the non-nursing disciplines. The nursing staff again referred to the notion that

nurses ha\le a special relationship and others don't have the same appreciation for

patients that the:y do. The following describes the situation:

I think that \\le now ha\le a tendency to be less friendly~ with the patients -- \\le

have to watch e\leI}1hing that we say. Now that we ha've people on the units all

the time that aren't nurses, the other disciplines don't hav'e the appreciation for

what they~ are hearing. This has taken something away from our relationships

with our clients. Because we feel guarded. I don't joke as much as I used to -- I

feel self-conscious as if I'm looking over my shoulder. If someone doesn't

understand what it is that you are doing, there's always hann to yourself. The)?

look at it through their eyes instead of the eyes of a nurse. I've known some of
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these patients for 15 years, "then joking with them and them joking with you -

some hear that and don't appreciate the relationship. They just think that what

they~ are hearing is something unprofessional.

As the researcher, I found these comments very interesting. This issue was only

brought up in one focus group, but the group was ver~y diverse (several units

represented) and all participants agreed with the comments. Considering the high

value nurses place on their relationships with their client, this issue needs to be

further investigated to detennine what the extent of this perception is, and what

action, if an:y, needs to be taken.

Phase 3: Interpretation

Phase 3 "las conducted 14 tnonths after the implementation of the Service

~/fanager position. It remains clear that these professionals are still on a journey',

but that journey' has pro\rided some personal and professional rewards. There are

also ne\\l challenges being faced that did not present themsel\,res in the earlier phases

of the stud)l. It is my opinion that the data presented here are indicative of the

professional growth of the nursing staff. They have moved beyond an introspecti\re

vie\\l of the situation and are now able to identify gaps in the system that act as

barriers to them assuming their new role to the best of their ability. This is not to

say that they full}! embrace the idea of a non-nurse Service Manager, but theyT have

been able to articulate their role and areas for legitimate authority and

accountabilityT.
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The biggest challenge appears to be in the area of role development and role

clarity.

Both the RNs and RPNs are experiencing expanding roles and with that comes the

issue of role clari1y~. There is a sense that both parties are becoming more

comfortable with the revised roles, but need more time to adapt. There is no sense

that they? are actively resisting the change, but ha'le identified learning needs

associated with these new~ role sets. There still exists role frustration and role

ambiguit}r, particularl~y from the RNs.

Some barriers that "lere identified included the gaps in the present system that

does not support what are expressed as the desired behaviors within the ne,,/"

structure. Independent decision making is an expoused theor:y, but the system does

not ~yet ful1}r support that happening. The RNs ha'le identified this as an area of

extreme frustration, conunents such as " they tell me I have this power, but I can't

seem to use it," are reflectnle of traditional organizational hierarchies still in place.

The staff have identified areas where supports need to be put in place -- it would be

of interest to see hO"1 active a role they pla~y in ensuring that those supports are

implemented.

In tenns of transfonnative learning, the data indicated that the implementation of

a non-nurse Service Manager position has truly been a transfoffilational experience

for these nursing professionals. The data in this phase described the changes in
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behavior, on a personal and professional level, that has occurred in the nursing staff

at \\7est Park Hospital.

Summal)l of Chapter

The anal)lsis of the collective data reveals that the nursing staff at \\lest Park

Hospital experienced a transfonnative learning experience with the implementation

of the Service Manager position. There "las a defmite shift in the focus of the data

and themes that were generated from the three phases of data collection that

indicated critical reflection and changes in behavior as a result of this ne"l position.

In Phase 1, the primal}l concern that was expressed by" the nursing staff was

how this ne"7 position \vas going to affect them. Many of the statements consisted

of: '''w~hat will this do to us?"; ""w~ho will understand us?"; and """rill they"

understand what we do?" The remo'lal of the Nursing Unit 1\/fanager and the

implementation of the Service !vlanager position can definitely" be described as the

trigger event that facilitated a great amount of individual and collectiv"e reflection

and dialogue regarding the professional identity and role of nursing within the

facility. Man~y nursing staff-viewed this as an extremely negative and threatening

experience, leaving them "vulnerable" to decisions made by those outside their

discipline. There was some concern expressed in tenns of how future learning and

professional needs "iere going to be met if "they" don't know what we need."

\1ery few nursing staffviewed this as an positivTe oPPOrtunit)1 to further expand the

role of nursing.
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In Phase 2· there was an increased sense of awareness for a need to change in

light of the new reporting structures and accountabilities. Issues of professional

accountability were at the forefront of discussion at this point in the study. Man~y

well-established assumptions were being actively questioned as the nursing staff

realized that they" must assume legitimate o\vnership of many of the issues that had

traditionally been within the domain of the Nursing Unit 1\1anager. At this phase of

the study, many nursing staff were able to articulate some changes in beha,lior that

were already" e~dent in themselv"es and their colleagues. Some of these included:

increased collaboration, dealing with practice issues themsel,'es, and increased

independent decision making with regard to patient care issues. Although there was

an defmite shift in the perspective regarding the Service Manager position (the)"

could understand the rationale behind the development of the position), the nursing

staff continued to state that the)" felt that nurses were still better suited to manage

patient care areas due to their more humanistic approach to care.

Phase 3 indicated a shift to a more s)"stems perspective on the Service lvfanager

position as it related to them as nursing professionals. It is within this phase of the

study that the nursing staff began to explicitly articulate the "why" behind their

belief that nurses are better suited to manage patient care areas. The nursing staff

expressed concern regarding how they percei,'ed this position impacting patient

care. This was a dramatic shift from the focus that was evident in Phase 1 of the

study". This ability to articulate the added value that nursing brings to patient care
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was not evident in an:y of the previous phases of data collection. Nor \\7as this

evident prior to the implementation of the Service Manager position. There was an

awareness that there were gaps in the present structure that "'lere acting as barriers

to them fulfilling their new roles. Comments such as "they tell me I have this

power, but I don't see it" is an example of one such gap. There lvas also a great

amount of discussion regarding the role confusion being experienced by the

Registered Nurses and the Registered Practical Nurses. The job descriptions were

no longer seen to be reflective of"lhat was being required of the nursing staff in the

current realit~v.

It is clear that the nursing staff have revised some of their assumptions regarding

their professional identit)l and accountabilit)l. In tenns of the non-nurse manager

position, they" continue to belie\le that nurses are best suited to manage patient care

areas, but the shift that has occurred is that they" can no",~ explicitl~y and objectively,"

articulate the reasons behind this belief and are more comfortable with the role of

leading themselves, instead of being led by another.



CHAPTER FIVE: SUM:MARY, CONCLUSIONS AND II\1PLICATIONS

Summary

The objective of this study was to detennine the perceptions of nursing staff

regarding a generic Service Manager position. Of particular interest were the

nursing staffs' perceptions regarding their own professional identity and

accountabilit~ywithin this ne\\J' reporting structure.

The revie\v of literature presented in Chapter 2 included: historical perspectives on

organizational structures, current management theories, role theor:.v and

transfonnative learning theory.

Chapter 3 described the research paradigm and methodology that was

detennined best suited to meet the objectives of the study. A longitudinal

qualitati\le design \vas utilized to detennine the initial perceptions and if those

perceptions changed over a period of time. Data "rere collected through the use of

focus groups that were conducted in three phases O\ler a 14 month period of time.

The data collected from each phase of the study were analyzed and interpreted

independently. Chapter 4 concluded with the collective results interpreted and

related to the rele"rant literature presented in Chapter 2.
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Conclusions

The purpose of this stud)~ was to detennine hO\\l professional nurses perceived

a generic Service Manager position as it related to their professional identity. Of

particular interest were the nurses' perceptions regarding their own professional

accountability and autonomy in light of this new reporting structure.

The notion that patient care areas must be managed b~y nurses has traditionally

been viewed as somewhat of a "sacred cow." Yet, when nurses are asked to

articulate the basis for this argument, the individual cannot explicitly~ explain

something that appears to be implicit to the collective group. The results of the

study are of interest to nurses, regardless of the organizational structure they~ ma~y

be in.

The analysis and interpretation of data presented in Chapter 4 clear1)~ display the

perceptions of the nursing staff regarding the non-nurse Sen/lee Manager position.

The implementation of the Service Manager position can be described as a trigger

e\lent that facilitated individual and collective reflection regarding traditional roles

and accountabilities within nursing. As presented in chapter 4, the nursing staff

initially reacted with great emotion and reservation to the implementation of the

Service Manager position. This reaction and perspective transfonned gradua1l)~

over the fourteen month duration of the study. There was evidence of critical

reflection, challenging and revision of assumptions, resulting in demonstrated and
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reported change in behaviors. The perspective changed from one of personal threat

and feelings ofvulnerability to that of increased professional identity and

professional self-worth, including a s)tstems perspecti'le on the role of nursing.

\\Thile transfonnative learning theory was used as the main theoretical

framework to examine hO"l the nursing staff responded to this change, the re\Jie\\l

of the literature relevant to the historical perspective on management theory and

role theor~y provided the background infonnation as to whyT the implementation of a

generic Service Manager position might be perceived as a threat to the nursing

professionals. Nursing has historically provided service based on the concepts of

the division of labor and the specialization of ski1Is. Nursing further specialized

itseIf'b~y creating an internal hierarchy of nurse managers and nurse clinicians.

Nurse managers managed the business of health care and the nurse clinicians

pro'lided the direct care. This was described as ha\Jing created a highl:y

professionalized nursing management staff and a highly vocationalized nursing

clinical nursing staff (porter-O'Grad)l, 1992). The implications of this are evident

within the data generated in Phase 1 of the study. \\lith the Nursing Unit Manager

position eliminated, the nursing staff felt vulnerable due to the loss of their amlocate

and spokesperson. The nursing staff found themselves unable to explicitly

articulate their role and were fearful that the non-nurse manager would not

appreciate the complexity of the profession.
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In tenns of role theor:y, that notion that nurses must manage patient care areas

can be described in tenns of mores, nonns, and status. The role of nurse as

manger had never been challenged before, and as a result of this, all roles \\lere no\-v

being critically reviewed and revised based on the work that needed to be done.

This was seen clearl~y in the role expansion experienced by~ the Registered Nurses.

Along with this role expansion came role stresses due to lack of clarity and

consistencjT.

Implications for Practice

The results of this stud)' ha\le implications for many areas within the nursing

profession specifically, and the health care indust!), in general. The majority of

literature regarding program management, refers to the threats of the loss of

professional identity of distinct professional groups. Nursing is often seen as a

major barrier to the implementation of such a model due to this perceived threat.

\Vith regard to the nursing profession, an area where this stud)' can be ofvalue

is within the nursing academic community as they design nursing curriculum. The

results of the study clearly indicate that nurses in general cannot explicit!)' articulate

their role in tenns of the overall health care system. As the health care industr,y

continues to go through its own transforntational process, nurses must be able to

objectively articulate the essence of what nursing is to those outside the nursing

profession.
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of them~ The academic community ma~y n.eed to reexamine the cllrriclllum to

incolporate SUCll areas as organizatio~lallearning,management theoly, delegation

and negotiation skills as basic elem.ents within all nllfsmg programs~

1'here are also implications for practice witllin healtll care facilities undeltaking

reengineering prqjects. The data gen.erated .from this study can be utilized \Vllen

consideling a similar restluctuling. Tile data describe tIle COllcems, learning needs

and system consid.erations to Sllpport re,ise(l roles, that ShOl!l.<1 be consid,ere<l ,vb.en

prelJatlng staff for the implementation of a program tnanagement model. It'" the

issues of role clan!)r, s.kill gaps, an.d profession.aI acc.ountability are addressed

proactively, tllen the transition to a new organizational stlllcture and philosophy can

be tnore easily facilitated.

InlplicatiollS fo.. Tileory

Th.e fm.<lings of this sllldy h.ave confinn.e(l tb.e application of transfolmati\le

learning theory as the tlleoretical basis for this study ~ TIle data generated f~rom tile

three separate phases clearly outlin.e the transfonnative learning process as

d,esclibed by Mezirow (Mezirow, 1991)~ The nw-sing staff were faced witil a

trigger e,rent that tml)r forced many assumptions to a level for review an,l

validation~ As a restllt, tltere is ample evidence of changes in bellavior as a result ot'"

that process. The data also clearly reinforces th.e importan.ce o.f Sllpport for the

participants during a transfOlmative learning experience due to the anxiety and
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that process. The data also clearly reinforces the importance of support for the

participants during a transfonnatnle learning experience due to the anxiety and

confusion that can occur as ne\\l perspecti,Jes and associated behaviors are

incorporated.

The literature on role theory and the historical perspective of management

theory also reinforced the reasoning as to why program management and generic

manager positions can be viewed as such a disorienting dilemma. The literature on

program management describes both threats and opportunities to the nursing

profession. It is clear that the nursing professionals at \Vest Park Hospital

experienced the threatening aspect in the initial phases, but embraced the

opportunities that are a"ailable and the personal and professional benefits that result

from those opportunities. There is no question that the nursing professionals at

\\Test Park Hospital feel that their professional identif)l has been strengthened as a

result of the acti,lities associated "lith the implementation of the Setvice 1vlanager

position.

Implications for Further Research

\''hen considering the data relating to the nursing staffs' perception of the

Service Manager position as it related to their professional identity, two additional

areas for further consideration become apparent:

1. Impact on patient outcomes: The nursing staff identified that, as a result of

the implementation of the Service Manager position and the associated
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awareness of profession.al accollntability issuesm A relevant research Clliestion

would be to determine: \Vill tllese cllanges in the llursing staff have a direct

impact on patient care .outcomes?

2. \Vllat are tIle core competencies required tor nursing professionals itl today's

health care en,Jironment? The types of activities that n.urses are being

requested to palticipate in are extremely different than they were 5 years ago.

The nursing staff identified that the job descriptions are n.o longer reflective

of tIle activities tlley are involved in. In order to address issues of role

ambiguity an.d role stress, an analysis of com.petencies required for nllfses

would be ot~value.

ReCOIDlnendations

1. Althougll tIle nursing staffgenerally perceived tltis experience to be a positive

on.e, th.ere were many gaps in th,e present systems and processes that nee(l to be

addressed. Areas such as autllolity for decision making, reviewing role

descriptions, an,l clearly identifying areas of .profession.al accountability sh,oul.(l

be addressed with the appropriate management team.

2. th.ere sh.ould be increased e(lucationaI support for the nllfsing staff as they

COtltinue to assume new roles and tasks that requu"e new skill sets. Tllis will be

particularly important for th,e Registered Nurses as th,err role expan,ls in areas

that were traditionally the domain of the nurse manager.
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particularly important for the Registered Nurses as their role expands in areas

that were traditionally the domain of the nurse manager.

3. Although this study was designed to examine the perceptions of the nursing

staff within a specific facility?, the applications of this study to other facilities

should not be o'lerlooked. The example of a "generic manager" could be used

as a h)'pothetical scenario to generate dialogue and detemrine the underlying

assumptions staff ha'le regarding roles, issues of accountability~ and

professional practice.
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Appendix A : Participant Consent Form

Consent to Participate in Research Study:

"Nursing Staffs' Perception ofa Generic Semce l.lanager Position"

I, willingly agree to---------------------

participate in focus groups designed to collect data regarding nursing staffs'

perceptions of the Service Manager position. I understand that the focus groups

will be audio-taped as a means of recording and storing data, and the confidentiality!

of all participants will be ensured by the researcher. I also understand that the

participation in these focus groups is volunta1)T and that I hav~e the right to withdra\v

at anyr time "lithout penalty'. Results of the focus groups will be presented as

collecti'le responses and references \Vill be made onl)l to nursing status (Registered

Nurse vs. Registered Practical Nurse), if applicable.

Signature of Participant Date

I would like to be infonned of the results of the research study upon its completion.

Yes _

Principle Researcher
Sara Lankshear
(905) 336-0044

No

Supervising Professor
Patricia Cranton
(905) 688-5550 ext. 3347




